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Creating and delivering text for debatebase.org 
 
CCD delivered a text for internet portal Debatebase in July, because delivering that text was one of the 
activities envisaged in CCD's action plan within the IdebateEU project. Since CCD delivered the text for 
Debatebase by email on August 14th 2013 to project coordinator Anne Valkering, and on August 28th 2013 it 
got instructions from Manos Moschopoulos, coordinator for the Topics work group on how the text should 
look and which topics it should analyze, text for July was not in compliance with the rules which were 
established later. In the email sent by Mr. Moschopoulos there was a list of countries which should prepare 
certain texts, and BiH was not among them. This is why CCD's project administrator, Nadina Balagić, 
inquired about the status of the text already distributed by CCD for Debatebase and why is BiH left out from 
the list of countries which have an obligation to deliver texts for Debatebase. She directed this question on 
September 2nd 2013 to Ms. Valkering and Mr. Moschopoulos. 
Project coordinator Valkering confirmed that due to the fact that CCD could not have foreseen the obligations 
which concern the content of the text, it will be considered that the previously delivered text complies with the 
project obligation. The coordinator of the Topics work group explained that BiH does not have a 
representative in this work group and that it is therefore not obliged to deliver texts for Debatebase, which is 
the main reason why it is not on the list of countries which have the obligation to prepare arguments for the 
internet debates. This information was confirmed by Ms. Valkering, and considering that there is no 
obligation, CCD is not delivering text for Debatebase in October. 
 


